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Industry-Leading Full Passwordless™ for Workforces

Overview
IT leaders are under pressure to modernize workforce 
authentication. Passwords and traditional MFA can’t hold up to 
ransom-driven phishing attackers or regulators and cyber insurers 
demanding evidence of strong authentication, increasingly 
mandating a phishing-resistant MFA enterprise-wide. 

Benefits of the Octopus 
Phishing-Resistant MFA
With Octopus Enterprise, you get one unified solution for 
workforce authentication that slashes the attack surface and 
pays business dividends. Users never create or remember a 
password and are delighted with a streamlined passwordless 
login workflow. But the big winner is IT. Admins gain agility 
and control with secrets exclusively in their hands through 
a phishing-resistant passwordless MFA that works with the 
password directories that drive the complex interworkings of 
your business.

Key Benefits
 Q Best-in-class passwordless MFA for all 
enterprise use cases

 Q Strong authentication that works with 
password directories

 Q Eliminates risk with passwordless MFA

 Q Elimination of password reset and 
associated help desk costs

 Q Removes the desktop MFA gap, increasing 
authentication security

 Q Robust on-premises custom and legacy 
application support

DAtA Sheet

Award Winning Passwordless 
Authentication
With Octopus Enterprise, enabling 
passwordless for difficult enterprise use cases 
will no longer be an issue. Whether in AD, 
Azure AD, Okta, Google or other LDAP-based 
directories, Octopus can securely enroll your 
employee, contractor or partner and begin 
enabling password free authentication quickly. 
In addition to being selected as a Gartner Cool 
Vendor, Octopus Enterprise won Best-in-
Class Solution in the most thorough review of 
workforce passwordless products in 2021 as 
executed by the AITE Group.

Get the report

https://go.doubleoctopus.com/aite-group-report-download
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AUTOMATEd 
PASSwORd ROTATION

Our unique, patented 
ability to rotate a 

user’s password at a 
configurable frequency

“PASSwORd FREE”
An interim mode of operation that 

eases the transition to 
Full Passwordless™ mode

PhIShING-RESISTANT 
MFA

Suite of capabilities to stop 
MITM Phishing attacks 

including with hardware 
tokens or Desktop-to-App 

pinning

wINdOw, LINUX, MAC 
dESkTOP MFA

Including Filevault and offline 
authentication support

FIdO2 
CERTIFICATION
Works with any 

FIDO2- certified key for 
authentication into most 

mobile supported use cases, 
including Windows desktop

PASSwORdLESS 
RdP

And ssh for privilege user 
identity protection

OCTOPUS 
AUThENTICATOR
A comprehensive 

authenticator offering a 
unified experience for end 

users across all access 
scenarios

how It Works
Octopus is the fast path to strong authentication for the 
enterprise. The Octopus achieves frictionless integration 
into your environment through its unique architecture that 
eliminates the user’s passwords without forcing you to 
redesign the password directory infrastructure that drives 
your business. Getting started is simple with Octopus 
Cloud, SaaS that typically takes just one hour to connect the 
service to your environment and start onboarding users. The 
Octopus is also available self-managed for on-premises or in 
private clouds.

request a demo.

Pricing
Octopus Enterprise is licensed on a per user per month 
basis, and is subject to volume-based and multi-year 
discounts. Options exist as well to incrementally work your 
way up to a full passwordless deployment by starting with 
Octopus Starter or Octopus Pro, our traditional MFA offerings 
built on the same architecture and components used by 
Octopus Enterprise.

About Secret Double Octopus
Secret Double Octopus is the global leader in next generation workforce authentication solutions. Its industry-leading Octopus platform offers mid-
market to Fortune 100 enterprises the ability to progressively move to a higher security, more frictionless authentication – from MFA to end-to-end, 
unified passwordless authentication. From leveraging existing MFA authenticators to supporting legacy on premise applications, no other desktop 
MFA and enterprise passwordless platform offers as much robustness and flexibility as the Octopus solution. The company has been designated a 
Gartner “Cool Vendor” and more recently named “Best-in-Class” passwordless solution by AITE Group in 2021. 
Learn more at doubleoctopus.com.
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